
 

 

COVID Incident Update 

  

NEW - Today we were informed of a positive COVID test for a second 

front-of-house food & beverage team member. Contact tracing shows 

that this second infection almost certainly came from the first infected 

team member. Current scientific understanding calls for a 48 

hour minimum incubation period before one becomes contagious. The 

earliest scheduling overlap between the two positive individuals was 

the evening of 12/29. That means there was the potential for 

secondary transmission on the evening of 12/31, after the first affected 

team member went home sick for the day. 

 

Reminder - Everyone who came to the Grill from dinner on 12/30 to 

when we shut down at dinner on 12/31 is urged to closely monitor their 

health, regardless of who their server was, just in case. 

 

NEW - We've had eight other tests come back among F&B staff thus 

far, all negative. In light of the second positive test reported to us 

today, and given that the incubation period can be as long as five days, 

we're requiring employees who had early negative test results to be 

retested before being cleared to return to work. We so far have one 

employee completely in the clear based on the timeline of their shifts 

and COVID test, but we need at least a couple more who are fully 
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through the testing protocol to reopen so it will still be at least another 

couple days. Thank you for your support and continued understanding. 

Both affected team members are doing well, neither with severe 

symptoms or breathing difficulties. 

 

NEW - As a precaution we had industrial cleaning 

service Servpro come in and do a deep clean of the dining areas, take-

out area, hostess area, wait-stations, Piper Bar, staff prep area, plus 

both member bathrooms by restaurant. The kitchen is also sanitized 

regularly.  

 

Reminder - F&B operations remain closed, but golf, fitness and 

racquets operations are unaffected.  

 

 

  

Suggestions are always welcome at: 

suggestions@theclubatglenmore.com 
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